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As I write my Publisher’s NOTE, there’s still the uncertainty of whether the rivers are fully
crested. Our thoughts & prayers are continuing for all those affected by Hurricane Florence.
The devastation is the likes of something I have never experienced. To see boats parked up at
the doorsteps of homes in Conway and the surrounding areas brought tears to my eyes. The
wrath of Mother Nature is unparalleled. It is also so humbling to see how strong & giving our
community is; people reaching out to help strangers and hopefully bring a bit of compassion
and love to another.
As a company, we have had to reschedule and rearrange a few of our Signature events. Our
Annual Boomer BASH was originally planned for Friday, Sept. 28th at the Landmark Resort.
The storm damaged some of the Resort’s buildings and caused the Bash to be postponed till
further notice. We also moved the date of the Gold Medal Award GALA, originally scheduled
for Sept. 13th rescheduled for Oct. 3rd.
As of today, our 3rd Annual South Carolina Women EXPO is on Saturday, November 17th.
This year it is going to be Bigger & Better than last year. With the large venue (Myrtle Beach
Sports Center), it enables us to add so many features to the EXPO. There will be a Book Nook
where local authors will be selling & signing their book. We have a Psychic Corner where various readers & mediums will be providing readings (for a fee). The Festival of Foods fundraiser
will allow restaurants, caterers & bakeries to sell samples all the proceeds will be donated to
the non-profit organization of
CAN - Champion Autism Network, Inc. We expect over 100 vendors many selling items to
kick-off your Holiday shopping. See pages 28 for more details. Register at
www.whoscoming.com/SCWomenEXPO.
God Bless,

Terri Petry
Publisher
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Hemorrhoids And You
By Dr John Edmison

Irritable bowel syndrome
(IBS) refers to a disorder
that involves abdominal
pain and cramping, as well
as changes in bowel movements. It is not the same as
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), which
includes Crohn’s
disease and ulcerative colitis.
Irritable bowel syndrome
may be a lifelong condition. In some cases,
symptoms are disabling and reduce the ability
to work, travel, function normally and attend
social events. Symptoms can often be improved
or relieved through treatment. IBS does not
cause permanent harm to the intestines, and it
does not lead to a serious disease, such as cancer.
What are the causes of IBS? There are many
possible causes of IBS. For example, there may
be a problem with muscles in the intestine, or
the intestine may be more sensitive to stretching
or movement. There is no problem with the
structure of the intestine.
It is not clear why patients develop IBS, but
in some instances, it occurs after an intestinal
infection. This is called post-infectious IBS.
There may also be other triggers.
Stress can worsen IBS. The colon is connected
to the brain through nerves of the autonomic
nervous system. These nerves become more
active during times of stress, and can cause the
intestines to squeeze or contract more. People
with IBS may have a colon that is over-responsive to these nerves.
IBS can occur at any age, but it often begins
in adolescence or early adulthood. It is more
common in women. About 1 in 6 people in the
U.S. have symptoms of IBS. It is the most common intestinal complaint for which patients are
referred to a gastroenterologist.
Symptoms range from mild to severe. Most
people have mild symptoms. Symptoms vary
from person to person.
Abdominal pain, fullness, gas, and bloating
that have been present for at least 6 months are
the main symptoms of IBS. The pain and other
symptoms will often:
• Occur after meals
• Come and go
• Be reduced or go away after a bowel
movement
People with IBS may switch between constipation and diarrhea, or mostly have one or the
other.
• People with diarrhea will have frequent,
loose, watery stools. They will often have an
urgent need to have a bowel movement,
which is difficult to control.
• Those with constipation will have difficulty passing stool, as well as less frequent
bowel movements. They will often need to

strain and will feel cramping with a bowel
movement. Often, they do not eliminate any
stool, or only a small amount.
For some people, the symptoms may get
worse for a few weeks or a month, and then
decrease for a while. For other people, symptoms are present most of the time and may even
slowly increase.
People with IBS may also lose their appetite.
How is the Diagnosis made? Most of the time,
your doctor can diagnose IBS based on your
symptoms, with few or no tests. Eating a lactose-free diet for 2 weeks may help the doctor
evaluate for a possible lactase deficiency.

There is no test to diagnose IBS, but tests may
be done to rule out other problems:
• Blood tests to see if you have a low blood
count (anemia)
• Stool cultures to rule out an infection
Some patients will
have sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy. During
these tests, a hollow tube is inserted through the
anus. The doctor can see through this tube. You
may need these tests if:
• Symptoms began later in life (over age 50)
• You have symptoms such as weight loss
or bloody stools
• You have abnormal blood tests (such as a
low blood count)
Other disorders that can cause similar symptoms include:
• Celiac disease
• Colon cancer (although cancer rarely
causes typical IBS symptoms, unless symptoms such as weight loss, blood in the stools
or abnormal blood tests are present)
• Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis
How is IBS treated? The goal of treatment is

to relieve symptoms. Lifestyle changes can be
helpful in some cases of IBS. For example, regular exercise and improved sleep habits may
reduce anxiety and help relieve bowel symptoms. Dietary changes can be helpful. However,
no specific diet can be recommended for IBS in
general, because the condition differs from one
person to another. The following changes may
help:
• Avoid foods and drinks that stimulate the
intestines (such as caffeine, tea, carbonated
beverage, wheat, rye, barley, chocolate, milk
products, fried fatty foods, raisins, chocolate,
beans, cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, brussel
sprouts, onions and alcohol)
• Avoid large meals, eat slowly
• Reduce stress and exercise
• Increase dietary fiber, drink enough water
six (6oz) to eight (8oz.) glasses a day
Talk with your doctor before taking over-thecounter medications.
• Fiber supplements can make symptoms
worse
• Laxatives taken for constipation can
become habit forming
No one medication will work for everyone.
Medications your doctor might try include:
• Anticholinergic medications
(dicyclomine, propantheline, belladonna,
and hyoscyamine) taken about a half-hour
before eating to control colon muscle spasms
• Loperamide to treat diarrhea
• Low doses of tricyclic antidepressants to
help relieve intestinal pain
• Lubiprostone for constipation symptoms
• Medications that relax muscles in the
intestines
Counseling may help in cases of severe anxiety or depression
What can I expect (prognosis) with IBS?
Irritable bowel syndrome may be a lifelong condition. For some people, symptoms are disabling and reduce the ability to work, travel,
and attend social events. Symptoms can often be
improved or relieved through treatment. IBS
does not cause permanent harm to the intestines, and it does not lead to a serious disease,
such as cancer.
If you have symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome or if you notice a persistent change in
your bowel habits, please contact our office,
Strand GI Associates, Inc for an appointment.
We have five board-certified
Gastroenterologists: Dr. Gary Vukov,
Dr. Timothy Cornnell,
Dr. Andrew Pearson, Dr. Kathleen Raynor and
Dr. John Edmison. Our office is located at 945
82nd Parkway, Suite 3A, Myrtle Beach, SC
29575. The telephone number is 843-449-3381.
Our surgical procedures are performed at
Strand Gastrointestinal Endoscopy, Inc.,
945 2nd Parkway, Ste 2,
Myrtle Beach, SC 29575.
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Deciding on your health care provider is something that should be carefully considered. If you
are new to the area and unfamiliar with your
options, or a seasoned resident just looking for a
change, there are a few things to consider when
seeking this qualified professional. Much like a
contractor maintains and improves your home, a
health care provider does the same for your body
and health. Similar to choosing a contractor for
your home, you want to choose a health care pro-
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fessional that you can trust and who is qualified in his or her field. We strive in
the construction industry to educate consumers on knowing the right questions to ask when choosing a contractor. This same concept applies when
searching for a health care provider. We have found some similarities between
the two industries in asking key questions for this important decision, whether
protecting your home or your health!
1. What are my needs and can this professional meet them?
Everyone has different needs for their
body and health. Make sure the provider
you choose can cater to your needs. For
instance, a general practitioner is trained
to work with people of all ages for most of
the basic medical concerns. If you have no
specialty needs or concerns, this may be a
good choice for consideration. If your
home is in fair condition and you need
someone to keep it maintained and
checked up on, a general maintenance
man can do the job. Now if you are a senior or have a particular health concern,
you will want to find a geriatric professional or someone who specializes in your particular needs. You wouldn’t hire
a plumber to build you a sunroom would you? Determine your needs and discuss them with your provider. Ensure you are comfortable with his or her abilities and skills.
2. Who do you recommend?
You already trust your friends and family, so ask them for a referral of their
current health care provider. They can share valuable information on communication skills, customer service and accessibility of the facility. Get a few references and make your own comparisons. If you were taking a walk through
your neighborhood and noticed a beautiful pergola in your neighbor’s lawn
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that you would love to have in your own, chances are you would want all the
details on the company that built it. You may want to know how efficient they
were in the schedule and the level of personal service they were able to provide. More than likely, if your neighbor is willing to recommend a professional, other people are too. Ask your friends and family if their health care
providers take time to explain things, if they offer proactive tips, what kind of
bedside manner they have, etc.
3. Can I see your credential and learn about your credibility?
There is no reason any professional, regardless of industry, should have a
problem in providing credentials. A credible contractor can make the difference between a luxurious, relaxing outdoor living space or a leaky, dangerous
patio cover. The same is true for health care providers. You want to receive
excellent and personalized care and not mediocre routine. All providers and
contractors should be able to provide you with their licenses and certifications.
Many agencies rank providers using measures such as quality, services and
credentials. Much like the BBB, the National Committee for Quality Assurance
rates health services. Check either out online at www.bbb.org and
www.ncqa.org.
4. Where can you work?
Health care providers and
contractors have the ability
to work in a variety of locations or may be restricted to
just a small area. It is important for you to know that a
health care provider has the
privilege to work in your
area hospital or specialty
clinic. Comparable to health
care providers, if a contractor does not abide by local
or municipality laws, they
may not be able to service
your home. Your contractor
should be able to provide
you with an estimated time
to complete a project. More
than likely, the contractor
has other clients to attend
to, but should offer honest
feedback on your needs and
project. There are many
times when a health care
provider may not be accepting new clients. Be sure to find out what they are able to offer you and how
easily accessible they will be for you to contact.
Although the health care industry is very different from the construction
industry, this article highlights some important similarities in choosing the
right professional. Your health and wellness is vital to a happy lifestyle.
Choosing the right health care provider is a major step in developing your
personal health plan. Maintaining your home is also an important part of your
lifestyle. Carolina Home Exteriors has been serving residents in the Carolina’s
for over 30 years, specializing in creating custom outdoor living spaces to provide ideal outdoor living with the comforts of an indoor lifestyle. Contact us
for a complimentary consultation on what we can do for you (843) 651-6514.
Providing a variety of services such as sunrooms, screen rooms, patio enclosures and pool lanais and hot tubs, we can turn your outdoor living dreams to
a reality.
Visit us at our showroom located at 11730 Hwy 17 Bypass in
Murrells Inlet, SC. Check us out online at www.CarolinaHomeExteriors.com
and be sure to friend us on Facebook.
Be confident in your decisions for your health, your home and you!
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Where There’s A Will, There’s A Way
(And when the Will is missing, you’re in trouble!)
By Deirdre W Edmonds, Attorney at Law
One of the
most troubling times
in our lives
occurs with
the death of
a loved one.
Along with
the grief we
must endure
comes an
immediate,
complicated,
and sequential set of tasks that must be handled
during the heart wrenching aftermath
of our most painful loss. These tasks
include notifying friends and relatives, planning the funeral, securing a
burial plot, dealing with our own
grief and that of others, and getting
our loved one’s final affairs settled
and concluded.
One of the first questions that is
asked after the funeral or memorial
service, is “Where is the Will?” If an
elderly parent, grandparent, sibling,

aunt or uncle has lived alone for
some time, it is often difficult and
sometimes impossible to find their
Last Will and Testament. This is especially true with our most elderly and
vulnerable family members. The
problem can be magnified if they are
in failing health, especially if they
have declining mental acuity. The
individual may have placed this
important legal document amongst a
large collection of papers years or
even decades ago. They may have
moved into another home or senior
residence and this document may be
misplaced or boxed up, or even
thrown away with other papers while
cleaning or de-cluttering the home.
This can now present a difficult issue
with which to deal: the missing Will.
Under SC law, if an original Will
cannot be located after a person dies
and that person was the last known
person to have possession of his own
Will, our law presumes that the person destroyed his own Will, presumably because their wishes changed

Law Office of
Deirdre W. Edmonds, PA
Estate Planning, Probate & Elder Law Attorney
Former Horry County Probate Judge, for 12 years.
Licensed attorney for over 28 years.
Member, National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys
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• Wills, Trusts & Powers of Attorney
• Probate, Guardianships &
Conservatorships
• Trust and Estate Litigation
• Elder Law
• Special Needs Trusts
• Disability Planning
1500 Hwy 17 N, The Courtyard Suite 213
Surfside Beach, SC 29575

843-232-0654
www.dedmondslaw.com
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sometime after the Will was prepared, and so they destroyed their
own Will. No matter what mom or
dad or grandpa may have told you
about their Will and how they wanted their assets distributed once they
passed away; without the original,
executed Will, their wishes may be
ignored, violated, or outright theft
may occur. Remember, a Last Will
and Testament informs the world,
including our probate courts, how
you wanted your assets disposed of
after your death. Without that original Will, the courts may have substantially different rules(laws) for
how those assets will be distributed!
Our state does not mandate that a
person’s original Will be filed before
their death and there is no depository
for copies of Wills like a birth certificate, driver’s license, college scores,
and other miscellaneous facts about a
person. There isn’t anyone out there
in the government, corporate or business world responsible for keeping
your loved one’s final wishes by way
of their Last Will and Testament, safe
and secure from hackers and thieves.
Perhaps there should be. A Life-Lock
for our important papers and documents. But of course, such corporations and companies get hacked, broken into, and robbed too. What are
we to do?
Many people wrongly believe that
a copy of the Will is kept somewhere
else and they need only call, get a
copy sent, and problem solved.
Wouldn’t that be lovely!?
Unfortunately, this isn’t so. Now that
you know this, let me ask you something. If your loved one died today,
would you know where their Will is
located? If you could not find it, do
you know who prepared it? What
was that attorney’s name? Does he or
she still have a copy on file? Is the
attorney still in practice? Still alive?
Did your loved one prepare a new
one after they retired to South
Carolina? Were there any codicils?
Amendments? Even if you managed
to say yes to one of these questions
and could locate a copy of the original Will, it has very little value and
may not be valid in South Carolina
because it is just that; a copy. Now
you really are in a predicament!
As troubling as this may be, we all
know that there are dishonest individuals who will take advantage of
an opportunity. For example, someone has access to the home or safety
deposit box, takes the Will because of
what it contains, and now without an
original Will, the whole game

changes. A person who may have
originally been left out is now magically (legally) entitled to a portion of
the estate, or even the entire estate.
The law in SC does allow a copy of
a Will to be presented and probated
as a person’s Last Will, but it can be a
very difficult task and sometimes
impossible, especially if other interested parties do not want the copy to
act as the person’s Last Will. In probating a COPY of a Will, you must
present evidence to overcome the
presumption that the Will was
destroyed. This can be quite a hurdle.
So, it is imperative that people place
their Last Will and Testament in a
safe, secure place where other persons cannot get to that Will. Clearly,
cases exist where a person has died
who had an original Will and the Will
suddenly goes missing. Now the Will
cannot be located because someone
was not happy with the Will, so they
took it and destroyed it. Unless ALL
parties agree to probating a COPY of
the original Will, should you be able
to locate a copy, you will still have a
tangled mess on your hands with a
contested Will contest to probate the
COPY of the Will.
With this in mind, it is critically
important that you consider several
factors. First of all, do you have a
Will? Where is it? Who else knows
where it is and what it contains? Do
you trust everyone to act fairly?
Could someone take it after you
died? When you die, who will be able
to get access to your Will? Will they
do so alone or with others? Do you
have the ORIGINAL Will or is it a
COPY? Lastly, let me ask you one,
final, question. “What if YOU died
today?” (The information provided in
this article is for informational purposes
only and is of a general nature. The
information should not be construed as
legal advice. If you have any questions
about the subject matter of this article or
related matters, you should consult with
a professional advisor. Deirdre W.
Edmonds previously served for twelve
years as Horry County Probate Judge
and is currently the owner of The Law
Office of Deirdre W. Edmonds, PA, located at 1500 Highway 17 North, The
Courtyard, Suite 213, Surfside Beach,
SC 29575. The Law Office of Deirdre
W. Edmonds, PA focuses on estate planning, probate administration, probate
and trust litigation, disability planning
and elder law. Contact Deirdre W.
Edmonds via Telephone: (843) 232-0654;
Website: www.dedmondslaw.com; and
Email: dedmonds@dedmondslaw.com.)
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Surviving
with Grace...
By Barbara Cardinal, LISW
Maximized Mind Hypnotherapy and Coaching
I’ve been sitting, these days, with the concept and
magnitude of survival, particularly as we have been
in the midst of the consequences of Hurricane
Florence. At its deepest level, it’s about staying
alive. It’s about having food, shelter and protection
from anything or anyone that can literally take our
lives. The issue of survival is raised when natural
disasters occur and in the work my step daughter is
doing in Bangladesh. It’s in the recent tragedy in my
brother in law’s family of a double murder/suicide.
It’s in my daughter’s life and death struggle with
physical and emotional illness and my own mother’s recent death.
Most of us are fortunate enough to have our basic
needs for food, shelter and safety met. Yet, we have
life experiences that bring us to our knees…that
challenge the very core of our existence. We all meet something in life, usually many
things, that threaten our physical or emotional survival on some level. Perhaps
you’ve had a life threatening illness, death of a loved one, a childhood trauma, loss
of home, job, relationship or financial ruin. The list goes on and on, doesn’t it?
Both the nature of a survival event and how we respond to these events has a
huge impact on how we cope, recover or thrive. I have consistently observed that
inaccurate beliefs about ourselves and the world, arising from challenging events,
often hold us down. These beliefs typically create or reinforce areas of our greatest
vulnerability…not feeling good enough, feeling like we don’t matter, believing we
don’t deserve to be loved, fearing we will be abandoned, assuming only bad things
come our way, and so on. We are usually unaware of these core beliefs and certainly
don’t know that they are impacting our lives. Upon closer examination, we find
these beliefs are actually not true or are no longer necessary for us to hold.
The good news is that we can learn to identify limiting beliefs and replace them
with truth. It’s actually a simple process, though not always easy, and it is indeed life
changing. I have personally experienced this transformational process for several
limiting beliefs. You can, too. We do this everyday at Maximized Mind. It’s exciting
and inspiring every time.
Survival can be a messy and emotional journey. When you have mastered replacing limiting beliefs related to any type of “survival event” you meet, then you can
move to the next step of what I call “surviving with grace…
�Grace has many meanings and connotations from the Christian to the mundane. It
is a gift of love….some will believe it comes from God, others from the Universe or
from a wisdom deep within. For me, grace can come in the form of a gift of spiritual
strength allowing me to move through a survival event while maintaining a sense of
gentleness, compassion and gratitude.
When experiencing survival events, many people feel like victims and often
remain stuck in anger, bitterness and disharmony. We can move through these reactions and become beacons of light and love instead. We can be the one that others
feel compelled to move towards…our love and strength, an inspiration and healing
for all.
Have you ever been in someones’s presence who has been through so much yet
continues to bring peace, compassion and joy wherever they go? I aspire to be that
kind of person…to be one who survives with grace throughout my life. I share with
you, below, what has helped me and others so far.
• Faith: Be grounded in faith or have an awareness/ belief in something larger
than yourself. It will help you to see that many difficulties are beyond you or are out
of your control. Sometimes, we can even have faith that there are reasons for the
challenges we face.
• Acceptance: Accept what is happening and what is true, without trying to run
away…face things. This allows us to move forward in dealing with a survival event.
• Self Care: Give your feelings space to emerge…retain your personal power and
truth. Maintain a healthy lifestyle and practice returning to your center of peace.
• Gratitude: Remain grateful for all that is good…every little thing.
• Compassion: Keep your heart open to yourself and others. If you are experiencing any guilt, remember the words of Max Lucado…”When grace moves in, guilt
moves out.”
• Love: Above all, continue to love. As my friend Warren Estabrooks always says,
“Love is the answer.”
At Maximized Mind, we help people move through life crises or survival events.
Our goal is to help people survive with grace…to thrive. If you would like support
or some guidance during a challenging time, please reach out. It would be our privilege to work with you.
Until Next Time,
Barbara Cardinal, LISW
Maximizedmind.com (843) 213-2597:
Call Today For A Free Phone Consultation”
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Dr. Hubach in the comfort of the office.
• Also offering skin care treatment for rosacea, acne, age spots,
spider veins, sun damage, and fine wrinkles.

Karl Hubach MD, FACPh, RVT, RPhS
American Board of Venous and Lymphatic Medicine Diplomate
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A New Treatment For Covering
Exposed Or Sensitive Roots
THE PINHOLE TECHNIQUE—An Alternative to Traditional Gum Grafting
By Cara Coleman Lawson, DMD
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Do you have
receding gums
or suffer from
sensitivity when
eating, drinking,
or even brushing? Have you
ever been told
you are a “hard
brusher” or
wished that you
had a more youthful smile due to years
of recession? If you answered YES to
any of these questions, the pinhole surgical technique may be the option for
you! This article will answer the most
common questions about gum recession
and describe an innovative technique for
treating this common condition.
What is gum recession? It is the
process in which the margin of the gum
tissue that protects the teeth wears away
(or “pulls back”), exposing more of the
tooth root. When this occurs, “pockets,”
or gaps form between the teeth and the
gum line, making it easier for disease
causing bacteria to build up and destroy
teeth.
“What happens if I don’t treat my
recession?” If gum recession is left
untreated (along with poor oral
hygiene), the supporting tissue and bone
structures of the teeth can be severely
damaged. This may ultimately result in
tooth loss or even severe health consequences (i.e. diabetes, heart disease,
etc).
“How do I know if I have gum recession?” The first sign of gum recession
may be as simple as noticing your teeth
look “longer” than normal. Often times,
people may have sensitivity in conjunction with the gum recession. You may
also feel a “notch” near the gum line.
“What causes gum recession?” There
are many factors that can lead to gum
recession. These include, but are not
limited to, periodontal disease, aggressive tooth brushing, poor oral hygiene,
hormonal changes, tobacco products,
clinching and grinding of your teeth,

crooked teeth or a misaligned bite, and
even body piercing of the lip or tongue.
If you have experienced or have any of
these factors, it is important to talk to
your dentist about gum recession.
“How is gum recession treated?”
Many times, gum recession is not treated at all. If you are asymptomatic, do
not mind the appearance of the recessed
gums and have impeccable oral hygiene,
gum recession may never be a problem
in your life. However, there are ways to
treat this recession and prevent it from
causing a larger problem. The most
common treatment for gum recession
used to be a soft tissue/connective tissue
graft. In this procedure, gum tissue is
harvested from the roof of your mouth
and sutured into place in the recessed
areas. This procedure can be quite
painful and typically has a longer recovery time than newer techniques. Several
years ago, a California dentist named
Dr. John Chao developed an innovative
method for treating recession called the
“Pinhole Surgical Technique,” After several years of implementation and thousands of roots treated, this procedure has
proven to dramatically improve patient’s
results, expectations, and healing times
in comparison to “gum grafting” techniques.
“What is this new procedure?” The
Pinhole Surgical Technique (aka the
Chao Pinhole Gum Rejuvenation
Technique) is minimally invasive—it is
a scalpel-free, stitch-free and graft-free
technique for correcting gum recession.
With this procedure, A tiny “pinhole(s)
is made in the numbed gum tissue and
specially designed instruments gently
loosen the gum tissue, allowing it to be
lifted over the receded part of the tooth.
Since there is no cutting and no stitches,
patients can typically expect minimal
post-operative symptoms such as pain,
swelling and bleeding. In fact, most
patients are able to resume light, normal
activities within 24-48 hours after treatment.
“I’m interested! What do I do next?”

As with any procedure, a consultation is
required by your dentist to determine if
you are a candidate for this procedure.
With this particular technique, only dentists trained by Dr. Chao himself can
perform the procedure. At times, other
treatment such as correcting bite problems or treating active gum disease may
be necessary in conjunction with the
pinhole technique to keep the problem
from re-occurring. As one of only a few
local dentists trained in this technique, I
have been delighted to offer this less
invasive approach to improve patients’
comfort and appearance!
Dr. Cara Coleman Lawson is from
Lake City, South Carolina. She graduated Magna Cum Laude and received a
Bachelor of Science degree in Biology
with a minor in Chemistry at the
University of South Carolina. Dr.
Lawson graduated from dental school at
the Medical University of South
Carolina in Charleston in May
2012. After her time at MUSC, she completed the Advanced Education in
General Dentistry residency program at
Georgia Regents University in Augusta,
Georgia. The program helped further
her education in general dentistry as
well as implant and cosmetic dentistry.
She is a current member of the South
Carolina Dental Association and the
South Carolina Academy of General
Dentistry.
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Got Sinus?
By Mark Schecker, M.D.
Coastal Carolina Allergy and
Asthma Associates
One of the most common statements allergists hear from patients
is “Doc, I’ve never had
allergies but I got
sinus.” This non-specific
expression can refer to
several different illnesses typified by symptoms
of the nose or sinuses,
and frequently both.
Blockage of the small
openings in the sinuses where mucus drains from
the sinus to the nose can lead to inflammation of the
membranes and possible overgrowth of certain
infectious organisms like bacteria or fungus and
eventual infection.
Surprisingly to many, viral upper respiratory
infections like the common cold cause most cases of
sinusitis. Allergy to inhalants such as pollen, dust
mite, molds and animal dander is another common
cause of sinusitis. The presence of colored mucus is
not necessarily a sign of a bacterial infection as both
allergies and viruses may also cause this. Acute
sinusitis is of recent origin. Colds lasting longer
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than 10 days
or colds that
seem to
improve and
then begin to
worsen after
5 days may
be an indication of Acute
Sinusitis.
Chronic
Sinusitis is
usually present for twelve weeks or longer. Fever is
not common, but persistent headaches, teeth pain,
post-nasal drip and bad breath are typical. Nasal
blockage and congestion or nasal discharge are
always present. Facial pain and pressure and/or a
diminished or loss of sense of smell and taste are
common. At its worst, chronic sinusitis can lead to
extreme fatigue, or lead to more serious complications such as asthma. Asthma in this situation may
be much more difficult to treat unless the sinus
infection is cleared simultaneously.
Unlike other infections that may be cleared with
short courses of antibiotics from 5-10 days, sinusitis
treatment especially chronic forms may require
many weeks of therapy. In addition, methods to
alleviate the sinus blockage such as decongestants,
anti-inflammatory nasal sprays or nasal saline rinses can be helpful. Most sinus infections will clear
with appropriate aggressive medical therapy. If
sinus infections keep coming back, further diagnostic studies such as CAT Scans, nasal endoscopy or
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allergy testing may be required. Allergies that are
not controlled can frequently cause blocked sinuses
and subsequent ongoing sinusitis. Anatomical
abnormalities may cause frequent sinusitis.
Examples include a deviated nasal septum, permanent scarring of the canals from which the sinuses
drain or nasal polyps which are small grape-like
benign growths from the sinuses into the nasal passage. Direct visualization of the nasal passages and
sinuses can be accomplished by using a flexible
fiber-optic Nasal Endoscope. Surgical correction of
these issues may be required and in this situation, a
referral to an Otolaryngologist (or ENT) is necessary.
Allergists are medical specialists trained in the
evaluation, treatment and management of sinus
problems. They can assist in determining if allergy
is a part of your problem and then guide you to an
effective treatment regimen to not only clear up
your problem, but most importantly to prevent it
from reoccurring. This may include identification of
triggering allergens and strategies for avoidance;
proper medical therapy; the use of allergy immunization therapy like shots; or if necessary referral
to a surgeon.
Dr. Schecker, a Board Certified Allergist, is the
founder of Coastal Carolina Allergy & Asthma
Associates. He is a Certified Take Shape For Life Health
Coach, a COPE Certified Health Coach, the co-founder of
the Myrtle Beach Marathon and the founder of Camp
Airwaves (a camp for children with asthma). Dr.
Schecker has been recognized as the “Allergist of the
Year” by the Myrtle Beach Herald (2005-2016).
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Supporting A Grandparent
Who Is Grieving
By Carole Bowdre,
Co-Owner Myrtle Beach Funeral Home

THIS IS THE FIRST IN A SERIES ON GRIEF.
A Grandparent’s grief is unique. The purpose of
this article is to stress the importance of helping
grandparents cope with an often overlooked grieving process.
When a child is seriously injured, diagnosed with
a terminal illness or dies, grandparents often mourn
on many levels. The grandparent most likely loved
the child dearly and may have been very close to
him or her. The death or sorrow has created a hole
in the grndparent’s life that cannot be filled by anyone else. In the case of death, if the grandparent
was not close to the child that died, maybe they
lived far away, they may mourn the loss of a relationship never developed.
Grieving grandparents are faced with witnessing their child-the parent
of the child that died mourn the death. A parent’s love for a child in most
cases is the strongest of all human bonds. For the parents, of the deceased
child, the pain and grief may seem intolerable. For the grandparents,
watching their child suffer and feeling powerless to help or take away the
hurt can also be intolerable.
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When we lose a loved one, we tend to ponder the meaning of life and
death. When a child or young adult dies, this search for meaning can be
especially painful, which no answer or explanation. Young people are not
supposed to die, death violates the natural order of the life cycle and
seems so unfair.
For grandparents, who may have lived a long, productive life already,
the unfairness and struggle to understand the death may bring feelings of
guilt. “Why didn’t God take me instead?” or Why couldn’t it have been
me?”
These feeling are normal for grandparents and necessary in the grieving
process. Your role is to encourage the grandparent to talk about their loss
and express their feelings.
Always respect faith and spirituality of those grieving. In many cases,
the older one gets, the stronger their commitments to faith and spirituality.
If you allow them, the grieving grandparents, will teach you about the role
of faith and spirituality in their lives. Encourage them to express their
faith, if you do so, it is beneficial in helping them heal.
On the other hand, sometimes faith can complicate healing. The grandparent may feel angry at God for “taking” their grandchild. Then, the
grandparent may have guilty feelings about their anger with God, for they
are questioning God. The death may cause the grandparent to begin to
doubt God’s plan or the afterlife.
It is always good for the grandparent to confide with a pastor. It is
important though for the pastor to allow the grandparent to honestly
express their feelings of anger, guilt, sadness and questions. The grandparent should never be told that they should not question or grieve because
the child has gone to heaven; grieving and having faith are not mutually
exclusive.
One of the best things you can do to help a grandparent in grief is to listen. Your presence and desire to listen without judging are critical tools in
assisting. Concentrate on the words shared with you, always use the name
of the deceased child in talking with the grandparent. Sometimes, just
hearing the child’s name can be very comforting. It also reaffirms that you
have not forgotten this important child, this grandparent loves and misses
so much. Some very important things to remember when in the presence
of a grieving grandparent: Be compassionate, never criticize, avoid clichés
like “God needed another angel”, which can trigger more anger with God.
Offer practical help like preparing food, washing clothes, cleaning the
house are a few suggestions.
The grandparent, like others, may have a very difficult time during special occasions and holidays. The anniversary of the child’s death is a very
difficult day for all that grieve. These events emphasize the child’s absence
so respect this pain as part of the grief process. During these times, try to
visit the grandparent, send them a card or give them a phone call. Your
ongoing support will be appreciated and is worth a thousand words.
“When a grandchild dies, grandparents grieve twice. They mourn the
loss of the child and they feel the pain of their own child’s suffering.
Sometimes we forget about the grandparents when a child dies. You can
help by not forgetting, by offering the grandparents your love, support
and presence in the weeks and months to come.”
Myrtle Beach Funeral Home and Crematory offers grief support and
recommends reading materials for grandparents who are going through
the grieving process. Please visit our website at www.myrtlebeachfuneralhome.com for suggestions on assisting all that have lost a loved one. Our
staff works everyday with grieving families and we dedicate our time to
helping those get through experiencing a loss.
Myrtle Beach Funeral Home and Crematory
4505 Highway 17 ByPass South
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
843 293-4505
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How Is Your REAL Social Life?
By Kim Fowler, Fowler Life Coaching
Let’s talk about your offline
social life for a change. Most of us
have pretty extensive online social
lives, but what about your “old
fashioned” social life (remember
that one)? Since moving down here
in 2013, I have met quite a few people who have moved here for
retirement, work transfer, or family
reasons. Many of these new residents are finding it hard to make
friends. It isn’t because of the people who live here, but a lack of
confidence and knowledge about
how to go about it. Some of my
clients have a lack of good friends
here, so I did a little research about
making friends at an older age. If
you transferred here for work, then
you might have some friendly coworkers who invite you out from
time to time, but unless they are
younger, they might have families
that take up a lot of their time.
There seems to be an interesting
phenomenon that happens around
40. After the age of 40, making
friends does get a little more difficult. As kids, it’s easy. We get
tossed into the same school as all
the neighborhood kids (assuming
you went to public), and practically forced to make friends. If we
weren’t put into groups at school
and told to work together on projects, our parents were taking us to
the block parties and neighborhood
barbeques to meet the other kids.
Don’t forget sports and other
extracurricular activities! The
school day didn’t stop after the bell
rang. It was so much easier to
make friends as a kid.
Why is it so much harder now?
There are many reasons—but here
are a few that I found…
• It takes more than having one
thing in common. When we were
younger, we could become friends
with anyone who shared our interest in something. Now, we want
more. We look at personalities as
well. We want to be able to tolerate
and get along with each other.
• How exciting is your life?

Maybe you don’t
think you will have
anything to talk
about. Don’t let that
hold you back.
Remember, you don’t
have to fill the silence
or have constantly
talk. Just sit and
enjoy each other’s
company.
• Let’s face it, we
get some what set in
our ways as we get
older. It doesn’t have
to be that way. Do something small
that’s different. Brush your teeth
with your opposite hand. Drive to
work a different way than normal.
What small changes can you make
to get out of your rut? Keep your
mind open to new possibilities.
• Are you finding fault in others?
You could be pushing people away.
Evaluate yourself and find out if
you are being open-minded or
judgmental when you meet people.
Is there a reason for that? Did you
have a bad experience at some
point in your life that’s causing this
issue? Talk to someone who can
help. Figure out the underlying
issue.
• Are you just too busy to make
the time to meet people? Then analyze where your time is being
spent, then decide if you are giving
your time to your highest priorities. You might have to cut something out to save time. If you are
working more than one job, then
maybe you have to downsize to
save money.
• How are your social skills? Are
they rusty? Consider looking at
Meetup.com groups to practice
your skills in real social situations.
What happens when you find
yourself in a situation and you
have nothing to say? Keep a few
questions in mind to ask a person
during a conversation that’s going
south. Here are a few examples:
1. As a child, what did you want
to be when you grew up? As an

adult, what do you
want to be when you
grow up?
2. What would be
your dream vacation?
3. Would you like to
be famous? If yes, for
what?
4. What would you
do if you didn’t have to
work?
5. What kind of work
do you do, and what
do you love about it?
6. If you were given
$20 million tomorrow, what would
you do with it?
If you still feel anxious or don’t
know where to start, then go to a
local coffee shop and talk to the

regulars who come in. Volunteer
for a cause you feel really passionate about. Get involved in the
neighborhood or community
where you live. Some communities
even have newsletters, so you can
keep up with the events. Go to
yard sales and talk with sellers and
people who drop by to browse.
Kim Fowler, founder of Fowler Life
Coaching, is a Coach, Speaker and
Author. She has her training and certification from the Fowler Wainwright
International Institute of Professional
Coaching and the International
Association of Coaches. She holds her
Master ‘s of Business Administration
from George Mason University, and
lives in Surfside Beach with her husband, Rich and their five cats.
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What Women Fear Most
In Retirement
Retirement and retirement planning is a huge overbearing fear for a lot
of women. That fear ranges from stay at home moms to head of household
mother and has no mercy in
stressing women out. The worst part about these fears is that generally
they are frequently asked questions that no one takes the time to go over.
Here are four things that I feel women fear most when retiring.
Majority of women are assuming that they will outlive their partner,
and not only by a year or two but by at least a decade. With that comes the
stress of handling the finances and a majority of women say that they had
no input in their current financial relationship so if they’re ever alone it’s
sometimes hard for women to continue something they may know nothing
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about. With this being said, I encourage women to get more involved with
their current financial affairs and know what’s going on as much as they
can.
Most of the women I have spoken to believe that they need to take
retirement as early as age 62 and are unaware of the benefits of waiting
until a full retirement age. One of the
things that I try to do is have a serious, ongoing discussion about what it
takes for women to maximize their social security and not outlive their
money.
With today’s advancements in medicine and treatment people are living
a lot longer than before and that leads women to think that they will outlive their retirement and investments. The best way to insure this is to look
deep into retirement
safety plans such as
annuities and other
things that will protect
your savings and help
you generate income.
For women cash is
generally the more comfortable investment.
Many women, regardless of age maintain
greater than 50% of their
retirement assets in cash
investments like money
market accounts, opposed to doing the investments themselves.
Your financial security is dependent on your attitudes and beliefs about
money and your willingness to take your financial future into your own
hands. We can help you overcome financial roadblocks. We are NorthStar
Financial. The Right Company that facilitates The Right Plan. Resulting, in
becoming The Right Person.
Consider setting a new direction in your life and contact
NorthStar Financial at (843)-448-7305 or go to
www.northstarnavigator.com
to secure a confident Retirement future tomorrow.
You will be thankful you did!
Patrick Munro
NorthStar Financial Advisors
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JOIN THE FIGHT FOR
ALZHEIMER’S FIRST SURVIVOR.

OCTOBER 27

MARKET COMMON AT GRAND PARK
1120 Farrow Parkway, Myrtle Beach
Registration starts at 10:00 AM
Opening Ceremony starts at 10:45 AM

REGISTER TODAY! ALZ.ORG/WALK OR 800-272-3900
At the Alzheimer’s Association Walk to End Alzheimer’s®, people carry ﬂowers representing their
connection to Alzheimer’s — a disease that currently has no cure. But what if one day there was a
ﬂower for Alzheimer’s ﬁrst survivor? What if there were millions of them?
Help make that beautiful day happen. Join us for the world’s largest fundraiser to ﬁght the disease.
Lead the way by starting a team with your friends, family or workplace! Learn more at alz.org/walk.
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NEW LOCATIONS
Professional Rehabilitation Services
“The Outpatient Physical Therapy Specialists”

…It is
• Your HEALTH
• Your CHOICE
• Your PHYSICAL THERAPIST
Why not choose the HIGHEST credentialed
group of therapists in your area.
Our team is now covering a 100 mile radius
throughout the Grand Strand with Carolina
Forest as our most recent location which opened
mid August 2018. Our Market Common location
will be opening very soon!
All Professional Rehabilitation Services facilities are 100%
owned and operated by Physical Therapists who are managing
private practice partners. Established in 2004, PRS has continued to grow by adding a total of eight locations in the past 15
years. We pride ourselves in providing state of the art Physical
Therapy by continuing to grow our business and ourselves
through continuing education geared towards outpatient
orthopedics. Our top notch manual skills and services provided to each individual makes the PRS difference.
Physical Therapists who have chosen a path in private practice have to be a step above the rest and excel in their areas of
expertise in order to provide the best patient care insuring the
existence of their practice. Private practices are built upon a
referral system that reflects to referring physicians and
patients. The majority of referrals in any private practice setting comes from word of mouth due to competence, higher

quality of care and superior outcomes.
At Professional Rehabilitation Services, we take pride in the
quality service that we provide allowing every individual to
GET RESULTS needed to improve overall quality of life. All
care is provided by Licensed Physical Therapists and Licensed
Physical Therapist Assistants under the direct supervision of
the PT. Each patient has an individualized plan of care geared
towards functional goals to allow the patient to return to normal activities of daily living. Services provided to each patient
to decrease pain and improve function include dry needling,
highly skilled manual therapy, vestibular and balance, workers
compensation, sports rehabilitation, spinal manipulation and
strength and conditioning.
So, why not choose Professional Rehabilitation Services as
your Physical Therapy group? It seems to be the obvious
choice. Those who often get referred to physical therapy do
not understand it is their choice where they attend PT. Most
hospital and corporate facilities refer within the same organization for physical therapy services in order to keep all treatment in house regardless of the quality of care being provided.
Not only are physicians “encouraged” to refer within the company, they are often reprimanded if providers refer to other
organizations. The majority of care provided at hospital and
corporate facilities is exercise based due to higher reimbursement rates from insurance companies. For all private practice
owners, this concept is hard to understand due to the fact that
manual based therapy proves to the get the best results.
Although reimbursement rates are higher for therapeutic exer-
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cises versus manual techniques, the majority of care that we
provide at all PRS locations is manually based. We view your
health as our top priority so why wouldn’t we provide our
patients with the highest, most effective care regardless of
the reimbursement rates? All in all, this is why you should
choose Professional Rehabilitation Services as your
physical therapy provider.
At Professional Rehabilitation Services, we treat a wide variety
of musculoskeletal and neurological conditions using the latest in
evidence based therapies provided by highly credentialed physical
therapists. Professional Rehabilitation Services has eight convenient locations in Pawleys Island, Murrells Inlet, Surfside Beach,
Market Common, Myrtle Beach, Carolina Forest, Conway, and
Little River. For further information on this or other related topics you can contact
Richard DeFalco, DPT, OCS, CSCS, CWcHP at
Professional Rehabilitation Services
(Myrtle Beach) (843) 839-1300,
Brian P. Kinmartin PT, DPT, MTC, STC, OCS, CWcHP
(Pawleys Island) (843) 235-0200,
Richard A. Owens, MPT, OCS, Cert. SMT, CWcHP
(Surfside) (843) 831-0163,
Jill P. Phelan, PT, DPT, Cert. DN (Conway) (843) 773-3031,
Lisa O’Brien, PT, DPT, Cert. DN
(Murrells Inlet) (843) 314-3224,
Karl Ehlers, PT, DPT, Cert. DN
(Little River) (843) 281- 4222,
Carolina Forest (843) 282-0440 or visit our website at www.prsrehabservices.com where you can learn more about the company and
even download a referral form for your physician to fill out.
You can also call and schedule a free
15 minute consultation!

Professional Rehabilitation Services, Inc.

Serving the
community since
2004

The Outpatient Physical Therapy Specialists
Call for a FREE 15 minute consultation

NEW CAROLINA FOREST & MARKET COMMONS LOCATION NOW OPEN

We specialize in treating,
Sports-related injuries, Orthopedic injuries, Neurological
problems, Balance problems,
Back & neck pain, Joint-related disorders,
Repetitive strain injuries,
Post-surgical recovery, Golf injuries

Are You Suffering from Pain
or an Injury?
Don’t let pain or injury
compromise your competitive edge.We
offer a full range of
physical therapy and
rehabilitation services to
get you back on track.
Located within the SC Pain & Spine Specialists building across from Thomas Supply

N O W O F F E R I N G D R Y N E E D L I N G F O R PA I N B Y C R E D E N T I A L P R O F E S S I O N A L S

Pawleys Island

Murrells Inlet

Surfside Beach

Myrtle Beach

Conway

Little River

38 Business Center Dr.
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
(843) 235-0200

4731 Hwy. 17 Bypass
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
(843) 314-3224

3076 Dick Pond Road (Hwy 544)
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
(843) 831-0163

1301 48th Ave N, Suite D
(Intersection of Hwy. 17 Bypass & 48th Ave., N)
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(843) 839-1300

2676 Church St Unit D-2 (US-501)

111 Pavilion Drive Ste 20
Little River, SC 29566
(843) 281-4222

Conway, SC 29526
(843) 733-3031

Carolina Forest

Market Commons

2140 Oakheart Road
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
843-282-0440

1620 Farrow Parkway Unit A-5
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(843) 213-6338

WWW.PRSREHABSERVICES.COM
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Award Winning Restauranteur Serves
“Greatest Steaks in the Universe”

several companies which have the
storage space and ability to age our
beef over 30 days before it comes to
us. Aging makes the beef very tender.
Many of our other food products are
bought locally when available or from
national purveyors.”
“The menu remains constant, but
we have rotating chef specials every
night for anyone who wants to try
something different.”
Angelo’s Steaks and Pasta truly
caters to everyone: families, golfers,
weddings, special occasions, and bus
groups. It is very large and can hold
several groups at one time.
Angelo is very dedicated to serving
the best and was honored by the
South Carolina Lodging and
Restaurant Association, who named
him the Restaurateur of the Year in
2016. He also gives tribute to his dedicated employees. “The fact that I was
in competition with how many thousands of restaurants and the accomplish-

Angelo’s Steak and Pasta in Myrtle
Beach boasts the “Greatest Steaks in
the Universe”. It has been a favorite for
locals and tourists alike since there is
truly something for everyone on the
menu. Owner Angelo Antonucci hails
from Steubenville, OH where he
learned the restaurant business from
his family, who owned an Italian
sausage and sandwich shop named
Capri. After an especially hard winter
of snow in the late 1970’s, Angelo was
ready for some warmth and moved to
Myrtle Beach.
Angelo did not have a business
degree, but he had a good idea, and
with help from Steve Straka, his business partner, the two opened Angelo’s
Sandwiches and Deli in 1980. They had
hoped the long lines indicative of summer months would find their way to
them, but they didn’t come. Buffets
were becoming popular and a fellow
businessman suggested they
expand. In May, 1980, the deli became

Angelo’s Restaurant, with a $2.99 all-you-can-eat spaghetti deal which proved
popular once the logistics of staffing, ordering food and advertising were
worked out. They moved to their current location in 2012.
He shared that most of the recipes were developed years ago by himself and
his best friend Straka, who was the Head Chef and General Manager for many
years until he passed away in 2009.
My husband and I have been to Angelo’s many times and have taken family
and friends. I have tried many of the dishes and am never disappointed. Many
people know that I am not a steak eater, but my husband and guests that we
brought love them. For hungry diners, the buffet is a great choice because of
the affordable cost and wide variety you can get: meatballs, sausage, pizza,
pasta and more. The full service menu is also outstanding. The last time we
were there, my husband raved about the Lobster Medallions with pasta in
Alfredo Sauce and the She Crab Soup which he thinks is the best in town. I
loved the Mahi Mahi cooked perfectly served with two vegetables at my
request instead of a potato. Other favorite dishes for us include Veal Marsala
and Chicken Francese served with a side of pasta or Italian Green Beans if
requested. Salad and bread are also served with all entrees.
So, I sat down with Angelo to find out what sets his restaurant apart. “We
hear you have the “Greatest Steaks in the Universe”…What is your secret? We
won’t tell anyone,” I asked.
“Our secret to great steaks? A secret blend of salts and peppers that we
developed years ago, plus grilling them on a high temperature infared broiler.
This seals in the flavor and makes for the juiciest steak,” he shared.
“It’s no coincidence that our specialty is our steaks, which are served on a
sizzling hot cast iron skillet, still smoking when they get to your table. Top
with our own house made garlic blue cheese butter for an extra special treat.
We serve over 100,000 steaks per year,” said Angelo. “We buy our beef from

ment of being able to start a business and exist for 38 years is a huge accomplishment,” he added.
He also shared that the challenge is that every day you have to put on a
show and have enough employees. If one or more don’t show up, that can
lead to a multitude of issues that lead to extra weight on everyone else. “When
everyone shows up for work, it is fun and I get to walk around and talk to
people.”
Angelo is also known to be a jack-of-all-trades when they crop up like the
ice machine freezing or plumbing issues. In fact, the day I stopped in to talk to
him, he had to fix a problem in one of the bathrooms.
I need to add that Angelo is truly one of the nicest people I have ever met.
He donates to many local causes such as the Rotary Club, YMCA, as well as
many school athletic programs, churches and other civic organizations. I was
recently having a Champion Autism Network (CAN) Board dinner meeting
there and he picked up the bill. Yes, he is also a supporter of CAN.
“When people come in, I want my customers to feel at home, to be waited
on with a smile, to enjoy our made from scratch specials, and to leave wanting
to visit again soon.”
His advice to someone who has a similar dream? Have a solid game plan.
Researching dreams helps, too.
Angelo’s Steak and Pasta is located at 2311 S Kings Hwy, Myrtle Beach and
is open in the off season on Monday through Friday from 3:30 pm until 9:30
pm and Saturday and Sunday they open at 12:00 pm. During the summer they
are open daily at 11:30 am. Check out the menu and specials at
https://www.angelosteakandpasta.com/ and follow them on Facebook to stay
up to date.
~ Sherrie Glensky~
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Do You Know How Old Your Cat Really Is
When Is Senior Care Necessary
By Kim Hurley, Owner of Cat’s Meow
The commonly held belief that a “cat year” is
worth 7 “human years” is not entirely accurate. In
reality, a 1 year old cat is similar to a 16-17 year old
human, and a 2 year old cat is like a person of 21-23
years. For every year after, each “cat year” is worth
about 4 to 5 human years. Using this formula, an 810 year old cat is similar age wise to a 53-60 year-old
person, an 11-13 year old cat to a 66-70 year old person, and a 15 year old cat to a person of 74. There
are many more senior cats than kittens. While they
are kittens for only up to one year, they are seniors
for many more years.
Seniors make up the majority of the pet population, yet experts now estimate that less than 10 percent of these elderly
patients get the recommended health screens. If you think about it, we
humans are told “you need to get your cholesterol, blood pressure, mammograms, prostate check, and other blood work etc., etc.” at certain ages,
and then every year after that. What is the difference between early detection for us versus our feline companions? NONE!!
Too many times people will say “Oh she/he looks good for an old kitty”.
They will chalk up laziness to just being older. Cats may slow down a little
just like us humans, but there could be a lot more going on. It is important
to set up a good “Senior Care Program” with your veterinarian.
A lot of people tend to bring their cats in only when there is a visible

CAT’S MEOW
VETERINARY HOSPITAL
4720 Hwy. 17 Bypass S #B, Myrtle Beach
(843) 839-1999
www.catsmeowmyrtlebeach.com

Kittens
Available for
Adoption!

October Special
20% Off Senior Bloodwork
FINALLY, A PLACE FOR CATS ONLY

problem. It is hard to wrap your mind around paying for exams and tests
when your cat seems perfectly healthy. As good as veterinarians are, they
can’t see inside your cat, nor can your cat tell you exactly how they feel.
The tests will give us an inside look at your cat’s overall health, which
can greatly improve their quality of life expectancy.
We are not necessarily looking for something wrong, but rather starting a baseline. This give us normal ranges so we have something to compare for future tests. Diseases can develop rapidly in seniors. You should
have them rechecked once a year and the older they get, every six
months. Early detection can make a huge difference in the outcome of
your cat’s health. Kidney disease, which is prevalent in older cats, can be
delayed and controlled if found early. By the time we see changes in their
blood chemistry, 75 to 85 percent of the cat’s kidneys could be gone. Like
people, they need 50% to function. A simple change in diet can add years
to your cat’s life if we find the disease early through blood tests and urinalysis.
It may not be necessary to overload your senior cats with many of the
different vaccines. Talk to your veterinarian about what your cat needs. It
can be too much stress on their older bodies to use some of the yearly
vaccines they may have needed in their earlier years. There are new vaccine protocols, and your vet can help determine the risk factors for your
cat. In their older years, health screens are much more important.
Below are some things for you as the owner to look for to help your
vet manage the aging process of your cat.
• Dehydration. Is your cat drinking more water than usual - hovering
over the water bowl? Is the size of their urine output in the litter box a lot
larger? This could be a sign of kidney problems or diabetes, just to mention two.
• Excessive meowing, wandering, some disorientation. As in humans,
aging changes in the brain contribute to loss of memory and personality
changes. Our kitties can become “senile” too.
• Hearing loss and changes in vision for various reasons can be
noticed.
• Dental disease is extremely common. You can lift the side of your
cat’s cheeks to look at their back teeth for tarter. If they have bad breath
or begin drooling, this is a really good sign of a problem. Most people do
feel more comfortable having their vet deal with a cat’s teeth. Some of
them look pretty sharp! Ha ha
• Arthritis is also very common. Watch their movements. Make sure
they can still jump up on things as they used to. You can always give
them a little stool for a boost. Sometimes they may have trouble getting
in and out of their litter box if the sides are too high. There are many
good supplements, many the same as we take, for their aging bones and
joints. There has also been great success using cold laser therapy.
• Hyperthyroidism is yet another problem common in older cats. Are
they always hungry, eating all the time, but remain slim? Are they hyperactive to a point? Do the throw up often? Watch for these signs.
• Feel of their body often for lumps and bumps. These could be
tumors and/or lead to a problem with cancer.
• Watch for changes in the appetite. Monitor their weight. Losses or
gains in weight are significant. A proper diet is essential.
• Are their bowel movements normal? Older cats can often get constipated. Watch for hard stools, even round balls. Irritable bowel syndrome
can also become common if you see diarrhea and possibly blood.
This is a very small list of things to look for. Again, the best way to help
your cat is a wellness exam with your veterinarian and report anything
you notice different. The smallest thing may help detect a potential problem early.
What about an older cat and grooming? As well as veterinary care, an
older cat may need help keeping its coat healthy.
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Earn Extra Money
Work Part-Time
If you love reading Transitions News Magazine,
you'd probably enjoy telling local business &
professionals about the wonderful exposure of
advertising to our loyal readers.
As an Account Executive with Transitions News
Magazine the opportunity is limitless.
You decide when you work and how much
money you make (commission position).

• The skin of an older cat is thinner and loses its elasticity. They have
reduced circulation also, which is why older cats love warm places to sleep.
• Older cats are not as good at grooming themselves. Their hair may
begin matting. They may not be able to reach certain areas as they are not
as flexible as they used to be.
• Their claws are often overgrown and thick. They can grow into their
paw pads and should be trimmed on a regular basis.
A good groomer that is familiar with cats should be consulted. Even
older cats can get a bath with the right groomer. t makes them feel so much
better. The buildup of oils in their coats and matting can cause skin infections. Heaven forbid if they have fleas! It may not be as easy for them to
scratch themselves.
Luckily, Cat’s Meow Veterinary Hospital is an exclusive cat’s only facility.
We can help you keep your seniors healthy with caring veterinarians and
skilled grooming. We also offer luxury boarding facilities. If you have to
travel, we feel better watching the older kitties in over-sized palaces. It is
better to see them for 8 - 10 hours a day versus someone just checking in on
them at your home daily. We can notice any changes sooner.
Last but not least, remember that there are many senior cats out there for
adoption. They may have lost their owners for many reasons and would be
so grateful for a second chance on the rest of their life. Many are still
spunky and play. Or you may want a lap cat. If you had the pleasure of
meeting “One-Eyed Sally” at our old location, she was a perfect example of
how much love an older cat has to give. After losing Sally to cancer, we still
have old man “Oscar” who likes to climb on people’s shoulders for attention.
Our newest senior addition, “Missy”, was brought in for euthanasia
because she was old. The owners were going through hard times with one
having to enter a nursing home. We knew Missy wasn’t ready and had the
owners to release her to Cat’s Meow Veterinary. Almost 4 years later, we are
still continuing her senior care. We tease Missy about being senile sometimes. She often seems to have forgotten why she walked into a room. Well,
that doesn’t say much for me! Hahaha I tend to find myself retracing my
steps until I remember what I was doing!
Most of our “hospital cats” will find a spot on the couch for you to pet
them. Comfy chairs make a puurrfect nap time bed. I don’t know how
many times I’ve look at the number of people standing in our lobby rather
than move a cat to sit down. We do love our cats! A couple even have their
own Instagram page! But more important than our social media stars are
our older cats. It is our privilege to have them spend their senior years with
us.
Kim Hurley, owner
Cat’s Meow Veterinary Hospital
843-839-1999

As an established publication, our distribution is dense
throughout Horry and Georgetown Counties.
We have a loyal readership and are extremely
affordable advertising medium.
Full Training & materials provided. If you'd like to
discuss this sales opportunity, please call
Terri Petry, Publisher 843-369-1556.

Let's do this

together!
YOU CAN DO IT!
• Lose Weight and Keep it Off
(proven results for 15 years)
• Gain Energy
(regain youthful energy)
• Reduce Health Care Costs
(lower chance of diabetes, high
blood pressure and heart disease)

WE OFFER
• Support and Guidance
(you’re never in this alone)
• Affordable Programs
(something for all budgets)
• Physician’s Speciality Care
(weight loss is all we do)

Metabolic
Medical Center
Look Great. Feel Great.
www.mmcdiet.com

4017 Hwy. 17 Bypass • Murrells Inlet, Myrtle Beach 843.357.2851
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REJUVAPEN
Submitted By DermaVogue

As microneedling technology has advanced,
the Rejuvapen is the newest, most effective system available. Rejuvapen provides this phenomenal treatment with its unique handpiece that
allows the certified technician to control speed
and depth for each individual. The Rejuvapen
Automatic Therapy System utilizes 9 precisely
spaced micro needles in a small cartridge to create invisible, vertical, micro perforations into the
epidermis and the top layer of the dermis. As a

result, the skin shifts its natural repair mechanism into high gear and starts producing collagen and elastin to repair these micro-perforations. The self-repairing property of the skin is a
100% natural form of skin renewal from the
inside out.
The advantage of the Rejuvapen™ compared
to other treatments is that it not only activates
cell regeneration, it also enhances the absorption
of active ingredients into the skin during the

treatment before the skin closes.
At DermaVogue, we use a very specific skin
care protocol before, during, and after your treatment. This ensures the optimal treatment and
treatment results. Your skin becomes firmer and
regains elasticity, fine lines and wrinkles are visibly reduced.
With each Rejuvapen treatment, your skin
becomes firmer and regains its elasticity, fine
lines and wrinkles are visibly reduced. Pores
become finer, circulation is stimulated and the
overall condition of the skin improves.
Rejuvapen can be used as a single treatment or
combined with existing therapies creating results
that are similar to IPL/Laser RF and microdermabrasion, resulting in collagen stimulation.
In summary, Rejuvapen provides the most
effective micro-needling treatment with its
unique hand piece that allows you to control
speed and depth. The system creates thousands
of micro perforations on the skin creating natural
collagen and fibroblast stimulation. Helping create beautiful skin that will glow.
Number of Treatments needed:
• Facial wrinkle/Fine skin 4-6 treatments
• Acne Scares 6-8 treatments
• Enlarged Pores 4-6 treatments
Post- Treatment/What to expect
Most patients look as though they have a
moderate severe sunburn and your skin may feel
warm and tighter than usual. This is normal and
will subside after 1 or 2 hours. Most patients
usually recover within 24 hours or less. Your
practitioner will prescribe a Rejuvapen approved
post-procedure skincare product or recovery kit.
Benefits
• Minimizes pore size
• Reduces fine lines and wrinkles
• Lifts, tightens, rejuvenates skin
• Improves appearance of stretch marks
• Improves the appearance of scars
• Improves the appearance of acne scaring
STUNNING RESULTS AFTER A SERIES OF
REJUVAPEN TREATMENTS

Of course, we’ll be glad to answer your
Rejuvapen questions, so don’t hesitate to call us
843-357-2444
or we welcome you to visit us online at
www.dermavogue.net.
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Taking
Steps to
Prevent
Falls
When you’re young, an injury from a fall may
sideline you for a few days or weeks, but a full
recovery is usually quick. As you get older, the
consequences of falls can become more serious,
setting up a sequence of events that can have
longstanding implications on independence and
health.
It doesn’t have to be that way, however.
Although falls typically become more common
and can be more serious as you age, falls are not
a natural part of getting older. In fact, most falls
are preventable. Knowing the factors that put
you at greater risk of falling and taking proper
steps can help prevent falls.
Risk factors for falls in older people include
overall health (chronic diseases and physical
conditions), environment (hazards and situations

at home) and behaviors, such as rushing around
or standing on a chair to reach something.
These steps from the experts at the National
Council on Aging can help prevent falls:
Stay active: Exercise helps increase or maintain coordination and muscle tone that can keep
you steady on your feet and your reactions
sharp. Walking, gardening or taking an exercise
class are just a few ways to keep your heart
healthy and your muscles toned.
Manage underlying chronic conditions: The
better your overall health, the lower your risk of
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falls. Chronic conditions like diabetes, depression, osteoarthritis, obesity and high blood pressure can increase your risk. Managing those conditions by seeing your health care provider regularly, taking medication as prescribed, eating a
healthy diet and choosing appropriate exercise
can help prevent falls.
Review medications: Side effects from and
interactions with some medications can cause
dizziness that can increase the risk of falling.
Types of medicine associated with an increased
risk include sedatives and diuretics as well as
those used to treat high blood pressure and anxiety. Talk to your doctor about all prescriptions
and over-the-counter medicines you are taking.
Get your eyes checked: Vision changes as you
age, so it is important to get your eyes checked
once a year to make sure your prescription is up
to date and screen for any eye-related diseases
like cataracts and glaucoma, which are usually
treatable when caught at an early stage.
Assess your home: Look around your home
for potential hazards. Consider enlisting the help
of a family member or neighbor who may be
more likely to notice things you don’t. Install
grab bars in your bathrooms, get rid of slippery
throw rugs (or add a rubber backing) and keep
passageways inside and outside your home
well-lit and free from clutter and debris.
For more tips and information, visit acl.gov/fallsprevention.
(Family Features)
Photo courtesy of Getty Images

Maple Garden
Mausoleum

Pre-Construction
Pricing

October Special Extra 10% Off
(Limited Time Offer)

1000 Hwy 544
Between Conway and
Myrtle Beach

843-347-4909

Cemetery www.hillcrestcemetery.com
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South Carolina Elder Resource Guide
Compiled by the South Carolina Centers for Equal Justice &
South Carolina Appleseed Legal Justice Center

Horry County Council on Aging, Inc.
Administrative Office
2213 North Main Street
Post Office Box 1693
Conway, South Carolina 29526
(843) 248-5523
1-800-922-6283
Fax :(843) 248-6361
E-mail : hccoa@sccoast.net
http://www.hccoa.org
Local Agency on Aging:
Waccamaw Area Agency :
Williamsburg & Georgetown, SC 29440
Phone-(843) 546-4231
Fax-(843) 520-0642
Email-duncanpk@sccoast.net
Regional Ombudsman
(843) 745-1706 or toll free 1-800-864-6446
Georgetown County Council on Aging
Georgetown Senior Center
2104 Lincoln St. Georgetown, SC 29440
Phone-(843) 546-8539
Fax-(843) 546-2613 Email-gccoa@gte.net
Willamsburg
Vital Aging of Williamsburg County
P.O. Box 450 Kingstree, SC 29556
Phone-(843) 354-5496
Fax-(843) 354-3107
Healthcare National Groups Alzheimer’s
Association Information on treatment and causes
919 N. Michigan Ave. Suite 1000
Chicago, IL 60611
1-800-272-3900 www.alz.org

James F. Byrnes Center Center specializing in
geriatric care and for Geriatric Medicine
research. ACS Silvercard Hotline Silvercard is a
program that offers seniors prescription drug
insurance benefits e-mail: silvercard.com@acsinc.com if they are over 65, have no other prescription drug insurance, and meet income eligibility requirements. Hotline provides program
benefits and eligibility information.
2100 Bull Street P.O. Box 119
Columbia, S.C. 29202
(803) 898-1807, (877) 239-5277
S.C. Dept. of Health and Inspect hospitals and
nursing homes;
Environmental Control respond to citizen complaints about Bureau of Certification long term
care facilities. 2600 Bull St. Columbia, SC
29201 (803) 545-4300
S.C. Health Care Association Trade of 176
Laurelhurst Ave. Columbia, SC 29210 S.C.’s
association that represents 90% long term care
facilities and nursing homes. Provide information
to consumers about health care services and
quality care.
(803) 772-7511 Horry
1511-A 9th Ave. Conway, SC 29526
(843) 248-1500
Conway Annex 1804 Main St Conway, SC 29526
(843) 248-1500
Lorris Office 3811 Walnut St Loris, SC 29569
(843) 756-4027
Long term care resources: Area Office
9-Conway Georgetown, Horry Community Long
Term Care Marion, Williamsburg P.O. Box 2150
914 Norman St. Conway, SC 29526
(843) 248-7249

Helpful Internet Websites These sites provide
general information and are good starting points
for finding more specific information.
Medicare Rights Center: www.medicarerights.org
General information and educational materials
about Medicare choices, coverage, and rights
Medicare: www.medicare.gov - general Medicare
information - Medicare publications; cost and
quality information about HMOs; cost information about Medigap plans
National Aging Information Center:
Alzheimer’s Association
www.aoa.dhhs.gov - information on Medicare
Provides information and support r Alzheimer’s and Social Security – publications
patients and families.
Consumer Health and Human Services
Columbia, SC, 29202
Information: www.healthfinder.gov - information
1-800-636-3346
about resources for particular health concerns –
general information about health insurance
Department of Health & Human Services
National Committee to Preserve Social Security
1801 Main Street, Columbia, SC 29202
and Medicare: www.ncpssm.org –
DHHS and DSS work together to administer
Medicare education and advocacy organization
South Carolina Medicaid Program Medicaid. As BenefitsCheckUp: www.benefitscheckup.org a result, some of the Medicaid offices are coLocates programs for people (ages 55 and over)
located at DSS and DHHS. The best thing to
to pay for costs of prescription drugs, health
do is call 1-888-549-0820 and ask them where
care, utilities, and other essential items or servyou should apply for Medicaid. If you call this
ices.
number, they can also send you an application in Senior Resource: www.seniorresource.com the mail.
Provides housing options and information on
A person applying as a Supplemental Security
retirement, finances, insurance and care.
Income recipient should apply at their local
Social Security administration office.
The Medicare Rights Center
1460 Broadway, 17th Floor
New York, NY 10036
Phone: (212) 869-3850 or 1-800-MEDICAR
www.medicarerights.org National Medicare
Hotline Answers individual questions with
respect to 1-800-Medicare eligibility and coverage. TTY for hearing and speech impaired 1800-820-1202 State Groups.
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Important Health
Steps By The
Numbers
Submitted by Little River Medical

6 months - Everyone 6 months or older, with rare exceptions, should get
a flu vaccine annually. Flu causes millions of illnesses, hundreds of thousands of hospitalizations, and thousands of deaths every year.
20 – This is the age the American Cancer Society (ACS) recommends
beginning annual skin cancer screenings. With early detection and proper
treatment, the cure rate for basal cell carcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma is about 95 percent. When melanoma is detected before it spreads, it
also has a high cure rate.
20 – 29 – ACS guidelines recommend that women aged 21 to 29 should
have a Pap test every 3 years. A cholesterol check should be completed in
your twenties. It will be checked annually if you have risk factors.
30 – 65 – Beginning at age 30, women should begin getting a Pap test
combined with an HPV test every five years, according to the ACS.
40 – It is important to get a baseline comprehensive eye exam at age 40,
even for people who have no symptoms or known risk factors. Your ophthalmologist will recommend follow-up exams based on your family history and the results of the baseline exam. About 61 million US adults are
at high risk for serious vision loss, but only half visited an eye doctor in
the past 12 months.
40 – Women ages 40 to 44 should have the choice to start annual breast
cancer screening with mammograms (x-rays of the breast) if they wish to
do so. Women age 45 to 54 should get mammograms every year. Women
55 and older should switch to mammograms every 2 years or can continue yearly screenings.
50 – According to the ACS, this is the age when men should begin getting prostate screenings. This is also the age when men and women
should schedule their first colonoscopy. Colorectal cancer screening tests
save lives by finding precancerous polyps and colorectal cancer early
when treatment works best. Several types of tests are used to screen for
colorectal cancer. Ask your doctor which test is right for you.
50 – The CDC recommends getting the shingles vaccine regardless of
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Can You Believe It’s Already Fall?
Now Is The Time To Give Us A Call!
By Jennifer Reed and Kayla Bracey
ter chance you have of being able to improve your
ability to hear clearly with hearing aids.
Our hearing aids are the most advanced wireless,
programmable technology available. This ensures
the best hearing experience for you, with a comfortable fit and minimal visibility.
As health care providers, we understand how

Hearing By Design offers a wide array of services, from video otoscopy to hearing evaluations to
state-of-the-art fitting technology for all types of
hearing aids.
Do you hear but not understand? Have trouble
hearing in noisy restaurants? Notice that you aren’t
hearing your television as clearly as you used to? If
you answered yes to any of these questions, you
may have a hearing loss and should have your
hearing tested. Or is it just wax? We can take a look
inside your ear canals with our video otoscope &
let you know for sure!
Hearing loss is often a gradual process that worsens over time. A number of factors can affect your
hearing, including exposure to noise, sports, music
and more. The sooner you have it checked, the bet-

whether a person has had chickenpox.
65 – According to the U.S. Preventive Services
Task Force, bone density screenings are recommended for all women ages 65 and older.
Getting Flu Ready
The best way to protect yourself from the flu is
to get vaccinated every year. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
influenza infection can affect people differently
and every flu season is different. Millions of people get the flu every year, hundreds of thousands
of people are hospitalized and thousands or tens
of thousands of people die from flu-related causes
every year.
The CDC recommends that everyone 6 months
of age and older get the flu vaccine every year. It
takes about two weeks for the vaccine to work, so
it is best to get vaccinated by the end of October.
LRMC has multiple locations throughout Horry
County – Little River, Holmestown Road, Loris,
Carolina Forest and Kings Highway. LRMC provides
medical, dental, behavioral health care for everyone –
those without insurance pay on a sliding scale. They
also accept Medicaid, Medicare and private insurance.
To learn more about Little River Medical Center,
visit www.lrmcenter.com or call 843.663.8090. To
schedule an appointment, please dial 843.663.8000 and
press 1 for a scheduling representative.

exhausting hearing loss can be to your ears, to your
body and to your mind.
Let us help find the right solution for you!
Call us today at 843-272-1486 to schedule your complimentary hearing evaluation and consultation.
We look forward to helping you
hear better soon!
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Are You Ready For Pumpkin
Pumpkin French Toast Bake
5 1/2 - 7 1/2 cups 1-inch bread cubes
(depending on type of bread)*
7 large eggs
2 cups milk (any kind, can use soy or
almond milk)
1 tsp vanilla extract
1 1/2 tsp pumpkin pie spice
1/4 cup Pumpkin Butter or 1/2 cup
pumpkin puree (if you use puree, add
a little bit of pumpkin pie spice and
brown sugar or maple syrup, as the
puree is not as sweet as the pumpkin
butter)
3-4 tablespoons brown sugar for topping
nuts, like pecan or walnuts (optional)
Cut any kind of bread into 1-inch
cubes - I recommend a crusty, whole
grain variety, but sandwich bread will
work, too. Just use enough slice to fill
a lightly greased 9x13 baking dish

quite full.
In a large bowl, whisk together
eggs, milk, vanilla, pumpkin butter
and pie spice until well combined.
Pour over bread and push down with
a spoon or your hands until it’s all
soaked and mostly covered. Cover
with saran wrap or lid and refrigerate
overnight.
In the morning, preheat oven to
350 degrees, uncover and top with
brown sugar, additional pumpkin pie
spice and nuts (optional). Bake for 3545 minutes or golden brown and no
longer wet.
Serve immediately with maple
syrup, honey or agave nectar. Store
leftovers in the refrigerator covered
for up to a couple days.

Pumpkin Snack Cake
2 cups flour

1/2 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons cinnamon
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon baking soda
4 eggs, lightly beaten
2 cups white sugar
1 cup vegetable oil
15-ounce can pumpkin
For the Frosting:
3 ounces cream cheese, softened
2 cups powdered sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 tablespoon milk
Preheat oven to 350 F and spray a
9x13 pan with non-stick cooking
spray.
In a medium bowl, stir together
flour, salt, cinnamon, baking powder,
baking soda.
In the bowl of a stand mixer, combine eggs, sugar, oil, and pumpkin.
Add the dry ingredients to the pumpkin mixture, and beat at low speed
until combined and the batter is
smooth.
Spread batter into pan and bake for
30 minutes, or until a toothpick
inserted in the center comes out clean.
Allow cake to cool completely before
frosting.
To make the frosting, beat the
cream cheese with an electric mixer
until smooth. Add in the sugar and
milk and mix at low speed until combined. Stir in the vanilla and mix
again. Spread over cooled bars. Dust
lightly with cinnamon, if desired.

Pumpkin Delight
1 cup Flour
1/2 cup Butter (softened)
1/2 cup plus 1/4 cup Pecans, chopped
8 oz. Cream cheese, softened
1 cup Powdered sugar
3 cups Whipped topping, divided
2 1/2 cups Milk
3 small pkgs. white chocolate instant
pudding mix (or vanilla) - 3.4 oz.
boxes
1 - 15 oz can Pumpkin puree
1 tsp. Pumpkin spice
Layer 1: Mix flour, butter and 1/2 cup
pecans together. Press into a sprayed
9x9 OR 9x13 pan. Bake for 15 minutes

at 350 degrees, then remove and let
cool.
Layer 2: Blend cream cheese and
powdered sugar, add 1 cup of the
whipped topping then spread over
cooled crust.
Layer 3: Mix milk, pudding mix,
canned pumpkin, pumpkin spice and
1 cup whipped topping until smooth.
Spread over top of layer 2.
Layer 4: Spread remaining 1 cup of
whipped topping and sprinkle
pecans.
Let chill for 3 hours or until set.

Pumpkin Doggy Treats
Yes, our fur babies love pumpkin, too!
Cookie sheet
Rolling pin
Measuring cup
Stand mixer or spoon and bowl
Small cookie cutters
2 1/2 cups whole wheat, or all purpose flour
1 cup 100% pure pumpkin, canned
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 egg
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Combine pumpkin, cinnamon and
egg in the bowl of a stand mixer, or a
large bowl if you are mixing by hand.
Mix until blended.
Add flour 1/2 cup at a time into
the bowl until stiff dough forms.
Roll the dough out onto a lightly
floured surface to about 1/2 inch
thick.
Use small cookie cutters to cut the
dough into bite sized treats.
Line dog treats 1/2 inch apart on a
non-greased cookie sheet. These treats
won’t expand so you don’t have to
worry about them being so close
together.
Bake for 25-30 minutes or until
treats are golden brown. Turn the
oven off and leave the treats in the
oven for 1-2 hours to allow them to
become crunchy. Then remove from
the oven and let cool.
Store treats at room temperature in
an air tight container for up to 2
weeks, or store in the fridge for up to
a month.
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Major Changes To Aid And
Attendance Rules
By Margaret A. Wadsworth, Esq.
On September 18, 2018, without any advance notice, the
Department of Veterans Affairs published new regulations
for it’s Pension Program, which includes Aid and
Attendance benefits. These new rules, originally proposed in
2015 (although somewhat altered from the original due to
feedback from practitioners during the 2015 comment period), radically alter eligibility for these benefits.
As a result of these changes, if you are a wartime veteran,
the spouse of a wartime veteran, or the surviving spouse of
a wartime veteran, and you may need cash benefits to help
pay for your long term care needs in the next three years, it
is imperative that you act quickly. Why? Because after
October 18, 2018, in many cases you will have to wait three
years after sheltering assets before applying for benefits.
Assets sheltered after October 18, 2018 will be subject to
penalty.
If you have already sheltered your assets, no worries!
These new rules are NOT retroactive.
Below is a summary of the major changes to the program:
1. Net worth limit increased from the arbitrary limit $80,000 to a definite
limit of $123,000 (this amount will increase slightly each year) BUT annual
income will now be ADDED to assets to calculate net worth. Medical

Margaret A. Wadsworth, Esq.
Licensed in SC and MA, Attorney since 1994

You’ve worked hard all your life. Planning in advance
can help you save your family home and life savings
from nursing home costs. In a crisis, many tell you to
‘spenddown’ but there are options to protect your money
even when nursing care is needed quickly.
Medicaid Planning, Aid and Attendance Planning, Wills,
Powers of Attorney, Living Wills, Deeds, Revocable Trusts,
Special Needs Trusts, Irrevocable Asset Protection Trusts

3691 Palmetto Pointe Blvd, Ste.101 • Myrtle Beach, SC 29588

expenses will continue to be used to reduce income to aid
in eligibility. Medical expenses CANNOT be used to reduce
assets.
2. To determine your total assets (before adding in your
income) the VA will total up your assets and then deduct
any amounts owed.
3. A primary residence continues to be an exempt asset,
however, under the new rules, only two acres of land are
exempt. This means that if your home is on 4 acres of land,
the value of 2 acres will be added to your net worth.
4. It appears that a vehicle will continue to be exempt.
5. Beginning October 18, 2018, there will be a three year
look back period on any financial transfers made to become
eligible for benefits.
6. Beginning October 18, 2018, there will be a penalty
applied on certain financial transfers made to become eligible for benefits. Only the assets in excess of $123,000 will be
subject to penalty. So if you transferred $130,000, only $7000 would be subject to penalty. But if you transferred $200,000, $77,000 would be subject to
penalty.
7. Under no circumstances will a penalty period of more than five years
be imposed. During a penalty period, benefits would not be paid.
8. The penalty period begins to run as soon as you shelter assets, not
when you apply for benefits. This means that after October 18, 2018, you
will want to shelter assets in advance of needing benefits to give the penalty period time to run before you are in need.
9. An annuity purchased after October 18, 2018 will, in many cases, create a penalty period. Annuities have been a very popular tool for creating
financial eligibility for Aid and Attendance benefits. Be aware that not all
service providers will be aware of these new rules and so may, with the
best of intentions, advise you to purchase an annuity after the new rules
are in effect. Be armed with your own information to protect your families
financial interests.
Any wartime vet or surviving spouse of wartime vet who is considering
applying for Aid and Attendance should get in to see me as soon as possible, so assets can be sheltered in advance of October 18. Again, after
October 18 all transfers will be subject to penalty and look back period.
You can reach me at (843) 492-7733. Please forgive any errors in this article as I am writing it while in the midst of evacuating my home. I will be
fully operational during my relocation. You can check out my website at
www.mwadsworthlaw.com. Prayers for everyone impacted by flooding.

OPEN HOUSSE SATURDA
T
AY
November 10 and 17 @ 9:30am
Take
a a Tour
o • Meet Faaculty and Students • Advisors Available

843.492-7733

Weekend Class
C
Format

www.mwadsworthlaw.com

webster.edu/myr tlebeach
843 4997 3677
843-497-3677
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Solution on page 12

www.transitionsnewsmagazine.com

Across
1. Stimulating computer
language?
5. Goya's ''The Duchess of___''
9. States
14. Holiday thresholds
15. ''Close''
16. Baseball commissioner Bud
17. ZERO
20. Govt. pharmaceuticals overseer
21. Pre-owned
22. Lots
23. Cattle rancher's tool
24. Gin flavoring
25. ZERO
29. PC monitor
32. Rug
33. Author Rand
34. It may be fatal
35. Young hooter
36. Formal wear, informally
37. ''___ Runner'' (1982
Harrison Ford film)
38. Top Untouchable
39. Paved the way
40. Sadistic sort
41. Chapter in history
42. ZERO
44. John Wayne's ''True ___''
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45. MIT grad., maybe
46. Come into view
49. Fermented rice beverage
50. Itinerary word
53. ZERO
56. Like ''The Twilight Zone''
57. ''Chantilly ___''
(The Big Bopper's 1958 hit)
58. Fairy tale opener
59. War horse
60. Potato features
61. Word with duck or beat
Down
1. Actor Goldblum
2. Eager
3. Fifth brightest star in the sky
4. Hard wood
5. Amazing
6. City on the Rio Grande
7. Small fastener
8. French friend
9. Comparable to a cucumber
10. Cape ___, westernmost
point in Africa
11. Israeli airline
12. Teeming
13. NCOs
18. Revolving gun mount
19. 1997 NL Rookie of the

Year Scott
23. John and Paul
24. Underworld river
25. Make amends for
26. Show fear
27. Oklahoma city
28. ___ Arabia
29. Trolley sound
30. Spokes
31. 'Twixt
34. Pizzazz
36. Actual wording
37. 1994-95 Emmy winner
Candice
39. 1969 Nixon cabinet member
40. ''Last Train to Clarksville''
band (with ''The'')
42. For adults only
43. Whoopi held one in ''Ghost''
44. Aladdin's jinn
46. High cards
47. Walt Whitman, e.g.
48. 100 percent
49. Move to and fro
50. Tarzan's transport
51. Machu Picchu resident
52. Like fine wine
54. ''Bravo matador!''
55. Grp. headed by 39-Down
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Free To Attend
“Asking for In

-Kind Donatio
ns of Beauty &
Items to be giv
Hygiene
en to local wo
men’s shelters
”

“The Ultimate Girl’s
Day Out”
Saturday, November 17, 2018
Myrtle Beach Sports Center
2115 Farlow Street
In Myrtle Beach
9:00 am - 3:00 pm

A Dozen Stations

Festival of Foods Fundraiser supporting the
CAN Champion Autism Network
Dozens of local Restaurants, Caterers & Bakeries
will provide Food samples

100+ Vendors Tons of Shopping Door Prizes
A Dozen Exciting Seminars, Goodie Bags, FUN& FOOD

Including: Spirit Medium,
Psychic, Tarot Reader,
Angel Tarot Reader,
Spiritual Insight and Life
Guidance Reader.

Hosted By South Carolina Woman Magazine
www.SouthCarolinaWomenExpo.com

843-369-1556

Register Online... it’s Free!

TERRI@SCWOMANMAGAZINE.COM

www.whoscoming.com/ScWomenEXPO

